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Xenoblade chronicles 2 a real challenge

Applies to: Nintendo Switch Family, Nintendo Switch, Nintendo Switch Lite The information in this article can help you when you're on missions where you must defeat a certain enemy to clear but can't continue your mission after battle. Note: This bug has been fixed in the version 2.0.0 update that was made available to
all Owners of Xenoblade Chronicles 2 at the start of the game on September 14, 2018. Apologies for any inconvenience this may have caused. For those players with version 1.5.2 update, an error has been identified. In missions where you must defeat a particular enemy to clear, if the final hit is a special art, chain
attack, or sword combo, the game will not move on to the post-battle event, leaving you unable to continue your mission. This error has been confirmed in the following missions: Godfrey's Blade Quest [Flames of Justice] Perceval's Blade Quest [Failure and Success] Dagas's Blade Quest [Lost Kingdom] Praxis's Blade
Quest [Blade-Sharp Memory] and related quest [Monster Quest 3] Perun's Blade Quest [Eternaln's Blade Quest Blade Quest [Eternaln's Blade Quest [Eternal Kingdom' Spirit] Adenine's Blade Quest [A Real Challenge] Floren's Blade Quest [Nature Boy] and related quest [Beguiling Charms] Herald's Blade Quest [The
Calm and Blade Quest] The Storm] T-elos' Blade Quest [Lingering Resentment] Regular Quest [Mellica the Chorister] Regular Quest [The Riddle on the Wall] Updates the game to the latest version. If you choose not to upgrade beyond version 1.5.2, use an auto-attack or one-hit Art to defeat the right enemy. I am
currently in chapter 6, I have just finished destroying the four seals and the mission says report to Zaman, but to my surprise he is not there, the search pointer disappears as well. Has anyone else faced this problem, or am I just too early for this search? Page 2 9 comments on: Argentum Trade Guild Missions, Sword
Missions, Zenobia Comments Sharing a Real Challenge is a Leaf Mission in Xenoblade Chronicles 2. It is provided by Zenobia in order to achieve one of its affinity bonuses at Goldmouth Res. Targets Go to Elmos Square Library, Tantal, to learn more about the legendary monster. Multiple objectives: Remove the Earth
seal from a green forest land. Requires Level 2 Earth Dominion and Level 2 Super stronger. Remove the Fire Seal from a sweltering waste. Requires Level 4 Fire Mastery and Level 4 Super stronger. Remove the seal of water from an aqueous land from the eternal fountain. Requires Level 3 Water Mastery and Level 3
Super stronger. Remove the Seal of the Wind from a small country blessed by the sea breeze. Requires Level 7 Wind Dominance and Level 7. Report to Zaman at Anastasia's, Tantal. Zaman can only be seen at night or early in the morning and Mythra and Zenobia should be at the party. Multiple lenses: Remove the
light seal in Xataris Spring, Temperantia. Requires Level 3 Light Mastery and Level 9 Super stronger. Remove the Thunder seal at Xataris Spring, Temperantia. Requires Requires 9 Electric Mastery and Super stronger Level 9. Remove the ice seal at Xataris Spring, Temperantia. Requires Level 9 Ice Mastery and Level
9 Super Stronger. Remove the seal of darkness at Xataris Spring, Temperantia. Requires Level 9 Dark Mastery and Level 9 Super Strong. Stand in front of the sealing stones at Xataris Spring in Temperantia. At Xataris Spring in Temperantia, he defeats Thanatobeast Andraz. After Thanatobeast Andraz is defeated,
Thanatobeast Andraz must be fought again. Seal stones There are four seal stones to break, each found in a different nation: The last four sealed stones are all in the same place in the Xataris spring of the central plain in Temperantia. Zenobia results knocks down the beast after a long struggle, leaving it satisfied... for
about five minutes. Gallery Staircase leading to the Sealstone of EarthMap location of the Earth SealstoneLocation entrance to Sealstone's WaterMap location of the FireLocation Sealstone of the FireMap Sealstone location of the FireLocation Sealstone slide in Lud Cloudway: Fonsett Ladder location to Sealstone from
WindMap location of the Sealstone of WindAdd a photo to this Gallery Argentum Trade Quests Blade Quests Zenobia Community Content is available on CC-BY-SA to unless otherwise stated. The secondary mission in Xenoblade Chronicles 2 A Real Challenge is going to be important for players trying to get the most
out of their swords. This is because it is key to unlocking one of the most important affinity bonuses for the rare Zenobia blade. To unlock that bonus, you must complete the entire Xenoblade Chronicles 2 A Real Challenge side quest to unlock all potential Zenobia abilities. Once you've been given this secondary mission
directly from Zenobia, you'll have a long, four-part first goal. Without further ado, let's start breaking some seal stones. How to complete Xenoblade Chronicles 2 A Real Challenge Side Quest From the start of the Xenoblade Chronicles 2 A Real Challenge mission, you'll face breaking several seal stones. The first four of
them are in four different nations, so it will take a little travel. Let's start with the Earthstone found in Gormott.Xenoblade Chronicles 2 A Real Challenge: Sealstone of EarthFor this first stone, you are only told to remove the Earth's seal from a land of green forest. The land of green forest to which it refers is the province of
Gormott. To break it, skip the trip to the upper left level area. It's on a ledge in the northern part of it. You can only reach it at low tide, so make sure it's right or go to an inn first. Xenoblade Chronicles 2 A Real Challenge: Sealstone of FireThis can be found in the section abandoned on the lower level of the Mordain
Empire. It is located just off the Fourth Ridge Entrance.Xenoblade Chronicles 2 A Real Challenge: Sealstone of WaterFor east, go southeast southeast stomach in the Kingdom of Uraya. He's at Coralline Shrine. To access it, you need to break the breakable wall there. Xenoblade Chronicles 2 A Real Challenge:
Sealstone of WindGo to Godsford Isle in the left-handed archipelago. It is located at the top of the island. To get to the top, you'll have to test your timing skills by jumping as you slide down from Lud Cloudway: Fonsett. There are a lot of enemies nearby that you may have to clear. Once you've broken the four sealing
stones, report to Zaman at Anastatia's Inn in Theosoir only at night. Once this is done, the last four sealing stones are found in the spring of Xataris, on the central plain of Temperantia. Break those seal stones. With all eight facts, you'll face mini-boss Thanatobeast Andraz, a level 64 enemy. Defeating Andraz will allow
you to complete Xenoblade Chronicles 2 A Real Challenge.Image Credit: Gamers Heroes English (United Kingdom) English (United States) Spanish (Latin America) (Latin America) (Latin America)
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